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A lavishly illustrated introduction to a British national treasure examines the highly detailed articles
of Queen Mary's dolls' house, providing blueprint diagrams of every floor, content lists for each
wing, and more. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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I was so enchanted by Royal Collection Official Guide Book to Queen Mary's Dolls' House that I
ordered this one figuring (correctly) that there would be other unique pictures. This is the better of
the two books - nearly three times as long and filled with more pictures, especially detail shots of the
tiny furnishings and decorations. I am charmed by Cripp's method of showing scale: he poses the
tiny cricket bat next to a regulation cricket ball, and the little golf clubs next to a real golf ball. This
also includes a section on how the house is aging: fading wallpaper, damaged paint, etc. All of the
pictures, except for a few that are historic, are in color. This is unfortunately out of print, and may be
more expensive, so the purchaser will have to weigh issues of cost and availability for themselves. I
think that either would do as a souvenier.If someone is really interested, I would recommend getting
both books. The Royal Collection Official Guidebook is a pretty good buy at $11.95 and a nice
supplement to this one. A very few of the shots are in both, but not enough to make them redundant
to the person who wants all the information they can get. Generally, the duplicate shots are slightly
large in the S-W book. To compare and contrast the two, while the S-W book has more of
everything, the RC book still has some unique shots. The photographs in this book take in the entire

room, while the RC book often shoots the room at an angle, cutting off part of the room, but what is
shown is sometimes in better focus and a bit larger. To compare the shots of the Queen's bedroom,
the Stewart-Wilson shot shows the entire bedroom.

England's Queen Mary--grandmother of the current Queen Elizabeth II--commissioned the
construction of her extraordinary dollhouse (or "dolls' house" as it is referred to here) in 1921, during
her own reign. It resides at Windsor Castle, as it has since being constructed there. Designed by
Edward Lutyens (famous for his graceful furniture), the house is a reproduction of Windsor Castle
right down to the last nail--almost literally.David Cripps' photography beautifully captures the
interiors of this amazing dollhouse, from the grand to the plebian. Here is the linen closet, each
batch of towels tied with different-colored ribbon to denote whether they were intended for the
nursery, the staff, or the kitchen. Here is a lacquer cabinet with gilded stand, dovetailed working
drawers, and gold-leafed decoration. Here is a bed, complete with pillows, bolsters, sheets,
blankets, and even a tiny walnut-handled bedwarmer. The toilet, complete with toilet paper
discreetly placed in a bowl alongside, really works. The toothbrushes are made of ivory and have
bristles made from the hair of a goat's inner ear. In the cellar, bottles of Chateau Margaux are
properly corked and waxed and labeled. The pantry shows real bows of Fry's Chocolates sharing
space with McVitie & Price biscuits, barley sugar candies in hefty glass candy jars, and Frank
Cooper's Seville Marmalade in squat jars tied with brown paper and string.The garage houses a
miniature bicycle with brakes "in perfect working order," not to mention a Rudge motorcycle and
sidecar, a seven-seater Rolls Royce limousine-landaulet, a Vauxhall, a "Sunbeam open tourer," and
two Daimlers. Gorgeous royal crests are hand-painted on each. The house even has its own petrol
pumps and fire appliances, as was normal for large houses in that era.
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